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Chrome ‘Hot-Shot’ Curved License Plate Assemblies
Custom license plate holder is CNC- machined in a curved shape to fit 
the styling of most rear fenders, its made from 6061-T6 billet aluminum 
and is chrome-plated, it features a black steel backing plate. Includes 
mounting hardware & rubber mount.
610491 License Plate holder only with chrome frame (NO LIGHT)
610492 License plate holder with chrome frame and LED taillight

610491

Curved License Plate Mount by Küryakyn
This is our “GOTTA HAVE IT” part of the season. The new Street Glide is 
way cool, but this bolt on, gracefully curved license plate mount makes 
a big difference. Rid yourself of the stock black bracket and the flat 
look. No drilling – no need for new license plate light. Just bolt it on 
and go!
629659 Fits all 06-08 Street Glide & 07-08 Screamin’ Eagle Road King

610492

Lay Down License Plate Holder by Küryakyn
Here’s an easy way to give your Road King or Road Glide a sleeker look. 
This license plate bracket lays down to complement the lines of the 
fender rather than standing up like a billboard. Mounts in the same 
location as the stock piece. Easy to install. Sold each.
629650 Fits all 97-08 Road Kings (ex. 07-08 FLHRSE), 98-08 Road Glide & 

97-08 FLHT Standard

Side Mount Taillight
Universal side mount bracket made 
in the USA by National Cycle. Each kit 
includes a DOT approved 12-volt tail-
light.
19888 Complete kit

Polished ‘Skull’ License Plate Frame
Sand cast in aluminum from a hand-carved mold and polished, this frame 
has impressive detail. Fits the standard 7" x 4" license plate used in most 
states.
37857 Sold each

Eagle License Plate Frames
Feature soaring eagles at the base of these die-cast frames. They fit 
license plates measuring 7"-wide x 4"-tall whose mounting hole dimen-
sions are 5 3/4" x 2 3/4".
19155 Chrome
Note: These frames may not be compatible with the license bracket on 5-speed FLT, FLHT, 
FLHS  and Road King models, or with CC #’s 13199, 14199 custom license brackets.


